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A low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope capable of microscopy and spectroscopy in a Bitter magnet at up to 34 T
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We present the design and performance of a cryogenic scanning tunneling microscope (STM) which operates inside a water-cooled Bitter magnet, which can attain a magnetic field of up to 38 T. Due to the high vibration environment generated by the magnet cooling water, a uniquely designed STM and vibration damping system are required. The STM scan head is designed to be as compact and rigid as possible, to minimize the effect of vibrational noise as well as fit the size constraints of the Bitter magnet. The STM uses a differential screw mechanism for coarse tip – sample approach, and operates in helium exchange gas at cryogenic temperatures. The reliability and performance of the STM are demonstrated through topographic imaging and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) at \( T = 4.2 \) K and in magnetic fields up to 34 T.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) allows sample surfaces to be imaged with sub-nanometer topographic resolution, and enables local density of states to be directly probed via Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS)\textsuperscript{1-3}. STM/STS at cryogenic temperatures and in magnetic fields have become crucial tools in condensed matter physics, enabling the study of unique physical phenomena such as atomic nanomagnets\textsuperscript{4,5}, surface states in topological insulators\textsuperscript{6}, and Landau quantization in low-dimensional electron systems\textsuperscript{7-11}. Up to now, low temperature STM/STS in magnetic fields has been limited to a magnetic field strength of 18 T\textsuperscript{12,13}, as the majority of designs have been based on superconductor magnets. For some experimental applications, this field strength is not sufficient. For example, the study of fractal spectra in graphene superlattices requires at least 24 T to reach the ‘critical’ commensurability field where there is one flux quantum per superlattice unit cell\textsuperscript{14,15}; observation of the room temperature quantum hall effect requires very high fields\textsuperscript{16}; and many phase transitions, for example in some multiferroic materials, occur at fields above 20 T\textsuperscript{17}. Static fields of more than 30 T can be generated in dedicated high-field facilities by water-cooled, resistive Bitter magnets, or hybrid resistive-superconducting magnets. However, implementing an STM in a Bitter magnet is a major challenge, due to the high level of vibrational noise produced by the turbulent cooling water, in addition to the strong space constraints resulting from the small magnet bore.

To date, only one STM has been implemented in such a magnet laboratory, namely the High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Hefei\textsuperscript{18}. While the authors describe an STM which is operational in magnetic fields up to 27 T, the instrument cannot operate at cryogenic temperatures, severely limiting its application for high resolution STS.

In this paper, we present a specially designed STM capable of operating at cryogenic temperatures in a resistive Bitter magnet at the High Field Magnet Laboratory in Nijmegen. The instrument has been optimized for STS at 4.2 K. We review the STM head design, the cryogenic system and the vibration damping setup. We demonstrate atomic resolution imaging at 4.2 K, and high resolution STS in magnetic fields up to 34 T, on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). We observe a series of peaks in \( dI/dV \) in high magnetic fields, which we attribute to Landau quantization of decoupled graphene as well as graphite.

II. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

A. Bitter Magnet

A schematic of the overall setup for STM measurements in high magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1. The STM has been designed to operate in a resistive Bitter magnet at the High Field Magnet Laboratory (HFML) in Nijmegen. Different types of Bitter magnets are available: for example two 33 T magnets and the larger 38 T magnet\textsuperscript{19,20}. The Bitter magnets require water-cooling, with a typical flow rate of 140 l/s at a pressure of 20 bar: the high-pressure cooling water is supplied by a cooling plant. Both types of magnets have room temperature bores with a diameter of 32 mm:
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the whole high-field STM measurement setup. (A) STM probe, (B) active vibration dampers, (C) cryostat, (D) cryostat liquid nitrogen bath, (E) liquid helium bath, (F) support structure, independently mounted to the floor (G) incoming magnet cooling-water (H) outgoing cooling-water. (I) Bitter magnet coil (J) STM scan head, in magnetic field center (K) vacuum tube (L) STM mounting probe. (b) Image of topmost part of STM measurement system. The labeled parts are: (A) preamplifier circuit box, (B) STM insert, (C) cryostat, (D) bellow for helium recovery, (E) active vibration damper. (c) Image of the high field STM setup, in one of the 33 T Bitter magnets, showing the support structure.

this limits the sample space at cryogenic temperature to a maximum of 20 mm diameter. Helium cryostats with measurement probes are portable, and are separated from the magnet. The cryostat (Fig. 1(a), C) is mounted on two active vibration damping bars (B), on a support structure (F), which is mounted independently from the Bitter magnet (I) on the laboratory floor.

B. Helium Cryostat

The STM probe (Fig. 1(a), A) is housed in a helium bath cryostat (C). The main body of the cryostat contains a helium bath (E) holding 10 L of liquid helium, shielded by a liquid nitrogen jacket (D). Both spaces are vacuum insulated. The hold time at helium temperature is typically 48 hours. The bottom part of the cryostat, the “tail”, which is inserted into the bore of the Bitter magnet, is a long tubular cylinder with outer diameter 30 mm. The tail comprises a liquid helium space surrounded by a cylindrical copper radiation shield, which is inside the isolation vacuum. The copper shield is cooled by conduction from the liquid nitrogen in the main body of the cryostat. The inner diameter of the tail helium space is 24.2 mm: the experimental space at cryogenic temperature comprises a vacuum tube (K) inside the helium space, with an inner diameter of 20 mm. The vacuum tube is evacuated to a pressure of 10⁻³ mbar before cooling down: experiments are conducted in helium exchange gas.

C. STM Scan Head and Insert

Two variants of the same design of STM head have been employed at HFML. The first is used in the 33 T Bitter magnets: this STM was originally used for experiments in superconducting magnets, its design is described in Dubois et al. Twenty one. The second is a new iteration of this design, used in the 38 T magnet. The major design constraints are that the STM head should be as rigid as possible, to minimize vibrational sensitivity, and it must be compact to fit inside the 20 mm diameter vacuum tube. It is also an advantage to be able to change tip or sample and cool down quickly, to maximize throughput in the limited experimental time available at the high field facility.

The 38 T STM scan head is illustrated in Fig. 2. Compared to the previous design twenty one, the STM head diameter has been reduced from 18 mm to 14 mm, affording 3 mm of clearance from the inner diameter of the vacuum tube. This makes it easier to avoid the STM touching the tube, which can cause vibrational noise and grounding issues. The STM head unit consists of three main parts. The first part comprises a differential screw used for coarse approach of the tip to the sample (Fig. 2(a), A). A sliding rod (C) is moved forward relative to the main barrel (D) by the differential screw (A). The differential screw mechanism is shown in an exploded view in Fig. 2(c).

The second component of the STM scan head is the scan unit consisting of a sliding plunger (Fig. 2(a), I). The piezoelectric scan tube (M) (outer diameter 6.35 mm, wall thickness 0.5 mm, and length 12.7 mm) is glued to the plunger using EpoTek H77 epoxy, with a Macor ring in between. The plunger is clamped by four leaf springs, which are made by taking cutouts of the mounting cylinder (Fig. 2(a), J). A hand-cut platinum/iridium tip (Pt80:Ir20) with diameter 0.25 mm is mounted in a titanium tip holder.
which can be screwed into the end of the scan tube (O). The tip holder mounting is shielded from the scan tube voltages by a grounded shield. Coarse approach of the tip to the sample is effected by rotating the differential screw so that the pushing rod (F) slides the plunger forward on the leaf springs. The tip moves by 50 μm per complete turn of the differential screw: the total travel range is 1 mm. The spacer (G) allows for a mechanical decoupling between the plunger and the differential screw. After coarse approach, by retracting the differential screw two or three turns, the pushing rod can be decoupled from the plunger: this reduces the transmission of vibration to the tip-sample junction. A similar mechanism (a hook pair) was used in a room-temperature STM constructed for high magnetic fields, to decouple the STM from the piezo approach mechanism.

The third part of the STM head accommodates the sample holder. A titanium end assembly is connected to the mounting cylinder (J) via a second piezoelectric tube with length 12.7 mm, width 14 mm, and thickness 0.8 mm (Fig. 2(a), L). This tube, which is of the same length and material as the scan tube, minimizes differential thermal contraction of the tip and sample assemblies. The end assembly has an inner thread, into which the sample holder mounting can be screwed. The sample holder mounting is fixed in place via a counter-nut: the inner thread in the end assembly is long enough to allow the sample holder mounting position to be varied. This enables tips of different length and samples of different thickness to be accommodated, whilst also minimizing the time taken for coarse approach. Finally the sample holder (P) is screwed into the mounting, from which it is insulated by two Macor inserts.

The STM scan head is fixed rigidly to a mounting probe comprising a tripod of glass fiber rods, (Fig. 1(a), L). The complete probe is inserted into a stainless steel vacuum tube (K). A long rod made of nonmagnetic stainless steel is employed to drive the differential screw. A stepper motor is used to drive the differential screw rod, enabling steps as small as 0.02° (translating to a tip movement of 2.5 nm) to be made.

Numerous measures have been taken to ensure the vibrational insensitivity of the STM. The compact design of the STM head provides a high resonant frequency: for the 33 T STM this is 9.2 kHz. The differential screw can deliver a great degree of force to the plunger, so the plunger can be strongly clamped by the leaf springs, contributing to the mechanical stiffness. All components of STM head are made of nonmagnetic titanium. The STM probe is constructed of nonmagnetic glass fiber rods, which provides some vibrational isolation due to its low resonant frequency and natural damping.

D. Electronics

The Bitter magnet creates substantial electrical as well as mechanical noise. The power supply ripple is around 1 A, leading to a field ripple of 1 mT at 30 T. This could create a major problem for measuring tunnel currents of a few pA. However, the bias voltage and tunnel current lines are well shielded by the grounded cryostat and vacuum tube: the current preamplifier is mounted on top of the cryostat, where electromagnetic interference from the magnet is smaller, with a stray field less than 100 mT at full field.

To minimize microphonic pickup and further reduce electrical interference, miniature coaxial cables (solid copper conductor, Type C from Lakeshore Cryotronics) are employed for the bias voltage and tunneling current. Conventionally, the sample bias is applied to the sample (via a plug in the back of the sample holder) and tunnel current is measured on the tip. Braided pairs of twisted copper wires are used for piezoelectric scan tube signals, thermometry, and ground. All cables are wrapped tightly to the mounting tubes to minimize possible vibration-induced electromagnetic induction. The STM head can be separately grounded from the vacuum tube to check for mechanical contact and to aid in finding ground loops. In normal operation the STM, vacuum tube and cryostat are all commonly grounded.

The current preamplifier is a home-made design with a nominal gain of 10⁶ V/A. A commercial SPECS SPM control unit (Nanonis) is used to perform the control of the scan tube and data acquisition.

E. Vibration isolation

For an STM working at in a Bitter magnet, the primary source of noise is vibrational noise produced by the highly turbulent flow of cooling water in the Bitter magnet. This noise is very broadband, essentially mimicking a white noise source. A secondary source of vibrational noise is the laboratory cooling water installation: the high-pressure pumps required to produce the cooling water flow produce noise peaks at frequencies below 50 Hz.

To decouple the STM as much as possible from the vibrational noise generated by the Bitter magnet and the cooling installation, we have a series of vibration isolation methods. Firstly, the support structure on which the STM setup is mounted forms a table over the Bitter magnet, and is separately fixed to the floor, without touching the magnet. The main support structure reaches to just above the magnet top plate (F in Fig. 1(a)): on top of this a secondary, upper support structure is mounted, which supports the cryostat via two active damping bars (Accurion Halcyons VarioBasic). For the 38 T STM the upper support has been optimized to make it as rigid as possible. The upper support structure is required to be adjustable so that the cryostat can be accurately aligned in the magnet bore. The active damping is effective in the frequency range below 200 Hz: above this frequency damping is passive. Inside the cryostat there are further vibration isolation measures: the vacuum tube carrying the STM is kept centered in and decoupled from the cryostat helium bath by a ring of Be-Cu springs. Finally, the STM itself is kept from touching the vacuum tube, and the STM
mounting tube forms a damped pendulum with a resonant frequency of a few Hz.

Some challenges remain with the vibration isolation system. One problem is that despite the relatively stiff support structure, which keeps the cryostat effectively mechanically isolated from the magnet, noise from the magnet can couple into the cryostat both acoustically and via the magnetic field, as the magnetic field is inhomogeneous compared to standard superconducting solenoids. The relative contribution of these two “short cuts” for vibrational noise will be seen in the following sections. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the path of vibration transfer in the high field STM setup. The acoustic coupling is essentially unavoidable since there is only a 1 mm air gap between the magnet and the cryostat tail. Vibration of the magnet can couple into the cryostat via the magnetic field either due to permanent magnetism of the cryostat (which is largely made of stainless steel, and not completely nonmagnetic) or via eddy currents, since the vibrating magnet produces effectively a time-varying magnetic field. Vibration measurements indicate that eddy currents in the liquid nitrogen temperature copper shield in the tail of the cryostat contribute the bulk of the magnetic coupling between the Bitter magnet and the cryostat. A new cryostat designed to reduce the eddy current coupling is currently in progress.

F. Operation of the high field STM

The procedure for setting up an experiment in the high field STM is as follows. The cryostat is mounted and aligned in the Bitter magnet. The sample and tip are loaded into the STM, and the STM into the vacuum tube. The tube is first flushed with helium gas, and then pumped with a turbo pump to $10^{-5}$ mbar. The vacuum tube is inserted into the cryostat; helium exchange gas is then introduced into the vacuum tube. The STM can be operated either at high pressures 100 mbar to 1000 mbar, or at low pressure < 0.1 mbar. Intermediate pressures are avoided due to the risk of Paschen discharge. The STM is normally operated at 4.2 K, but if desired a temperature down to 1.4 K can be attained by pumping the helium bath of the cryostat. Cool down to 4.2 K can be achieved in around one hour; samples and tips can thus be exchanged relatively rapidly, helping to achieve a high throughput of experiments. Coarse approach is effected by turning on the $z$-feedback with a small current setpoint, normally 5 pA, so that the scan piezo tube is fully extended. The stepper motor is then used to drive the differential screw and bring the tip into range of the sample. Once the tip is in tunneling range, the stepper motor is used to retract the differential screw two or three turns, so decoupling the screw from the plunger. STM imaging and STS can then be performed. Typically the tip is kept in tunneling range whilst ramping the field.

III. PERFORMANCE

A. Topographic imaging at 4.2 K

As an evaluation sample, we present STM imaging and STS spectroscopic data on Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), which is cleaved via scotch tape exfoliation before being loaded into the STM.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of the Bitter magnet water flow and the magnetic field on the topographic imaging performance of the 33 T STM. The STM is operated inside a 33 T magnet at reduced water flow of 110 l/s, at which flow the maximum field is around 26 T. An HOPG sample is imaged: each image takes 4 minutes. Fig. 4(a) shows the effect of starting the cooling water flow whilst imaging. As can be seen from the image, the cooling water flow significantly reduces the image contrast, but atomic resolution can still be observed at 110 l/s. Fig. 4(b) shows the subsequent effect of ramping the magnetic field from 0 to 12 T, at 110 l/s, whilst imaging. Here the apparent effect is much more severe and atomic resolution is lost above 6 T. However, as can be seen in the image cross sections in Fig. 4(c), the noise in the $z$ signal at around 10 T is still small, around 5 pm RMS (this increases to around 10 pm RMS at 24 T). This is substantially smaller than the atomic corrugation of 50 pm seen at zero water flow, implying that there must be substantially more noise in the $x$-$y$ directions than in $z$. In fact at least a 200 pm broadening in the $x$-$y$ plane is required in addition to the 5 pm $z$ noise to obscure the atomic corrugation. This can be understood since noise will be amplified in the $x$-$y$ directions by flexure of the piezo scan tube and STM body. In addition, the cryostat is suspended from the top on its active dampers, meaning that a pendulum motion can be set up: the dampers will be more effective at damping vibration in the $z$-axis vibration compared to the $x$-$y$ axes.
B. Tunnel current noise and vibrational noise

Fig. 5 shows tunnel current noise in the 38 T STM as a function of field, with vibrational noise recorded on the cryostat for comparison. The STM is operated at 4.2 K in the 38 T Bitter magnet with an HOPG sample; the tip is kept in range (feedback on) during the field sweep from 0 to 32 T, at a water flow of 145 l/s, with a sample bias of 91 mV and tunnel current set point 200 pA. Vibrational noise is recorded simultaneously, via an accelerometer (Endevco 7754-1000) placed on top of the cryostat. Fig. 5(a) shows an FFT of the tunnel current, presented as a 2D plot as a function of time during the field sweep. The noise remains roughly constant up to 20 T, above which field there is a sharp rise in noise frequencies below 250 Hz. A similar result was observed in high-field dilatometry measurements in the 38 T magnet. Fig. 5(b) shows tunnel current FFT spectra at zero field and 32 T, extracted from 5(a). The most prominent additional noise at 32 T is a broad band between 100 Hz and 250 Hz, and a peak at 41 Hz; this latter comes from the cooling installation high-pressure pumps. Although there is clearly some additional noise with field – deriving from the magnetic coupling of the Bitter magnet to the cryostat and STM assembly (Fig. 3), the noise increase is modest, with an RMS current noise at zero field of 5 pA, increasing to 8 pA at 32 T. No 50 Hz peak is seen in the tunnel current, suggesting that electrical interference is not a problem. Fig. 5(c) shows the vibration data, displayed in units of acceleration. Vibration spectra, acquired simultaneously with the tunnel current data in Fig. 5(b), are displayed for 0 T and 32 T. Additionally, a vibration spectrum recorded on top of the Bitter magnet is shown: the RMS noise up to 500 Hz is 50 times smaller on the cryostat than on the magnet. By comparing the accelerometer data to the tunnel current one may readily observe that the STM is more sensitive to low-frequency vibrational noise, for example the prominent vibrational noise peak at 290 Hz is absent from the tunnel current, but the peak at 41 Hz deriving from the high-pressure pumps is seen in both data sets.

Although the overall increase in vibrational noise from zero field to 32 T is moderate, there is relatively more additional noise at low frequencies, below 150 Hz. This increase and the low-frequency sensitivity of the STM accounts for the increase in noise in the tunnel current with field.

C. Tunneling Spectroscopy at up to 34 T

Fig. 6 shows a sequence of dI/dV STS recorded on HOPG in the 38 T magnet. We collected spectra at fields from zero to 32 T, with a water flow of 145 l/s; additionally in a separate experiment a spectrum was collected at 34 T, with a water flow of 154 l/s. The dI/dV data are collected via a lock-in technique, employing an SR830 lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems). An AC modulation signal of 1.5 mV RMS amplitude, 730 Hz is added to the DC bias voltage applied to the sample. The bias voltage was 250 mV, the current setpoint was 1 nA. Each spectrum has 250 points and takes around 5 minutes to collect. Good quality spectra are obtained at all fields: no increase in
noise level was seen from 0 to 32 T, presumably thanks to the relatively high lock-in frequency, which avoids the increase in low-frequency noise. A slight increase in noise was observed when increasing to 154 l/s to enable a field of 34 T, but spectral features are still clearly visible. The spectrum at 34 T is taken with a different tip to the 0–32 T data, so cannot be directly compared, nonetheless many of the same spectral features may be observed.

In Fig. 6 we observe peaks in the $dI/dV$ spectra at field, which evolve with field; these may be attributed to sample Landau levels. In order to accurately measure the peak energies (bias) we employ a second derivative analysis technique frequently used in infrared spectroscopy$^{23}$. This allows us to remove the effect of the spectrum background, and identify nearby peaks which may otherwise not be clearly resolved. Fig. 6b shows the peak positions plotted against magnetic field, where each color indicates the evolution of a peak with field. The peak energies do not show a linear dependence on $B$, as would be expected for Landau levels of bulk graphite, but appear more linear with $B^{1/2}$ (Fig. 6c); the Fermi energy is seen to be offset from zero bias by 50 mV.

A Landau level energy dependent on $B^{1/2}$ is characteristic of massless Dirac fermions in graphene$^{9,10}$. However, our zero field spectra have nonzero $dI/dV$ at zero bias, contrary to the expectation for graphene of zero density of states at the Dirac point. Furthermore, we see more levels than would be expected for graphene in this bias and field range. It is likely that we observe simultaneously Landau levels both from bulk graphite and from surface graphene layers decoupled from the bulk, as has been observed previously for STS on graphite$^9$. Weakly coupled graphene bilayers may also be present$^{24}$, which could explain the presence of extra Landau level peaks$^{25}$.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented the design and characteristics of a scanning tunneling microscope, designed for cryogenic operation in a 38 T resistive Bitter magnet. We have demonstrated that it is possible to measure high-quality tunneling spectra at fields of up to 34 T, at 4.2 K, thanks to the highly rigid STM design, and vibration damping system.

This paper demonstrates the possibility of high resolution cryogenic ultra-high magnetic field scanning probe microscopy. Many challenges remain for the application of this new technique: operating an STM in user facility magnets is quite different from a conventional lab set up, since not only is the experiment time limited – and time at field is also limited by the availability of cooling water – but the whole setup must be portable, and set up anew for each experiment. Therefore a robust, reliable STM setup is paramount.

Several further developments are currently in hand. Firstly, so far atomic scale imaging at high magnetic fields has been prevented by the coupling of vibrational noise from the Bitter magnet via the magnetic field: eddy currents in the 77 K copper shield in the cryostat tail are primarily responsible for this coupling. A non-magnetic cryostat with measures to reduce the eddy current coupling is currently in progress, and it is hoped that this will allow atomic resolution at the full range of fields. Secondly, the existing STM design operates only in helium exchange gas, with no possibility of in-situ sample preparation. A full UHV or cryogenic vacuum dip-stick STM will create the possibility to study many different sample surfaces.
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